Intro:  < (wait 2 in BFLY); ; cucaracha L & R; ; chase peek-a-boo; ; ; ;

A basic; ; new yorker twice; ; fencing line; spot turn;
hand to hand both ways; ; alemana; ; lariat; ;
shldr to shldr twice; ; basic; ;

Brg chase peek-a-boo; ; ; ;

A basic; ; new yorker twice; ; fencing line; spot turn;
hand to hand both ways; ; alemana; ; lariat; ;
shldr to shldr twice; ; basic; ;

B new yorker; crabwalks LOD; ; new yorker; crabwalks RLOD; ;
spot turn both ways; ; break to OPEN; walk 2, cha; circle cha to BFLY; ;
trav door both ways; ; cucaracha L & R; ;

End:  > basic; ; new yorker twice; ; chase peek-a-boo; ; ; ; extra cha,

Sequence:  < A Brg A B >  music: Deck the Hall
 (Cuba LA, on CD Christmas Around the World, Putumayo 218-2)
 DECK THE HALL  (Phase III+1[alemana], CH, moderate@0%)
 [Pilachowski/DeLauter, 2003]